Ensemble Audition Excerpt — Spring 2022

Tenor Trombone

Excerpt #1: Berlioz – *Damnation of Faust, Hungarian March*

**Tempo:** Half note = 88

[6 bars before 20 through 2\textsuperscript{nd} bar of 21]
Excerpt #2: Mahler – *Symphony no. 3, mvt. 1*

**Tempo:** Half note = 56

[pickup to 33 through 2\textsuperscript{nd} bar of 34; excerpt starts in 2/2 time]
Excerpt #3: Wagner – *Die Walkure*

**Tempo:** Dotted quarter note = 88

[pick up to 5th bar of 10 through 9th bar of 11; excerpt starts in 9/8 time]